
MARKET LANDSCAPE



Visit Dallas independent, non-

profit organization

Visitdallas

promote Dallas 

as a city full of vibrance build 

awareness of Dallas as an arts and 

culturally rich travel destiniation, 

 is an 

 that promotes Dallas 

as a business and pleasure destination.


 is allows people to discover 

the Dallas’ top attractions, activities, 

restaurants & dining, shopping, and 

more. 



Visit Dallas’ vision is to 

 and to 

and 

the best location for creating memorable 

experiences.


COMPETITORS CLIENTS

MAIN FEATURES

Their Business

Their Product

•  sorted by categories (

) and neighbohoods.


• Visitors can create  through the webisite’s planning feature, 

 such as , , , and

• Offers  and  on local attractions, activities, shopping, transportation, and more.

Travel guide of things to do attractions, arts&culture, shopping, dining, 

nightlife, and hotels

personalized travel plans curated by 

categories season time and dates Dallas neighborhoods  activities of choice.


deals discounts

Their mission is to positively impact the 

perception of  as a city that is 

, , and .

Dallas

diverse inclusive vibrant

Visitdallas.com

aims to 

portray Dallas as a historically and culturally-rich city

 is a mobile and desktop website that offers a guide of 

Dallas’ top attractions and things-to-do. The product also 

, by highlighting 

various local events that are specific to Dallas,  its culture, and its 

people.

PROBLEM THEY SOLVE

EST. REVENUE

EST. EMPLOYEES

$21.8M

73

YEAR 1994



Wanderlog

build, organize, and map itineraries for 

trips. travel guides

all-in-one source

personalized recommendations

create detailed plans with 

friends optimize the best routes

 is an app that allows users to 

 The app features  and 

eliminates the need to search the web, 

making it an  for 

researching places to see, things to do, 

and planning detailed itineraries.



Wanderlog creates curated content and 

 and 

suggestions based on users’ itineraries. It 

allows users to 

 and  for a  

user’s must-see destinations.

COMPETITORS CLIENTS

MAIN FEATURES

Their Business

Their Product

• Multitide of  and  categorized by type (museums, 
architecture, history, arts&culture, family activities, etc...)

•  for food and dining categorized by various types 
(cafes, cheap eats, bakeries, breweries, sushi, dessert, and many more)

•Detailed information , , ,  

, and 

travel guides articles

Trusted recommendations

sights’ opening hours contact information website
Google Reviews hyperlinks to open directions in Google/Apple Maps.

Wanderlog is a mobile app, availiable in the App Store and Google Play. 

This all-in-one app makes it  with features 

such as an , , , and an  to 

discover sights to see, restaurants to try, and things to do.

easy to visualize and plan a trip

itinerary page map page budgeting page explore page

The app serves as a go-to source for 

researching, planning and budgeting a trip, 

with  for places to 

visit, recommendations, and reviews.

 no need to search the web

PROBLEM THEY SOLVE

EST. REVENUE

$100K- 5M

TOTAL FUND ING

$3M

EST. EMPLOYEES
<15

YEAR 2019



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS MATRIX



Addresses the issue of the  

amongst Dallas residents concerning Dallas/

Ft Worth’s history, arts, culture, businesses, 

people, etc...


 makes learning more 

engaging, which becomes a motivating factor 

that leads to an increase in the rate of return 

to app.

gap in knowledge

Gamification aspect

OUR MARKET POSITION

Seeking to enter the market as a 

disruptor


